Bentley Prince Street recently launched a new product collection called Functional Expression. Applying an architectural theme to textile, Functional Expression comprises of five products—all available in broadloom and carpet tile. Scales and pattern work diligently together to provide an aesthetic that is inventive and practical. This concept creates these modern styles, offering solutions that include broadloom 18in x 18in carpet tile and 36in x 36in carpet tile—all in solution-dyed premium type 6,6 nylon. Each pattern can be viewed in a small or large square form or in traditional broadloom. In addition, the nuance of color illustrated through a more sophisticated palette allows all the styles of Functional Expression to reach across many applications, while providing an elegant choice for any inventive interior. www.bentleyprincestreet.com

Cooper Bussmann introduces the Cooper InVision™ Downtime Reduction System—wireless technology that can reduce downtime and increase productivity for facilities maintenance staff. This system achieves this by quickly identifying open-circuit events caused by short circuits and overloads. When a circuit opens, the system automatically notifies maintenance staff by phone, e-mail, or fax with the circuit’s exact location, the correct replacement fuse to bring, and the appropriate level of personal protective equipment (PPE). The system also helps identify recurring problems, specifically those the operators may not even know. The system stores open-circuit alert data from which summary reports and trend analyses can be made to identify problem circuits that require remedial action. www.cooperbussmann.com

EcoStar, a manufacturer of premium steep slope roofing materials, is adding EcoVent™ to its line of premium accessories. EcoVent is a continuous tile-over ridge vent that efficiently removes hot, moist air from the attic space of a building. Vital to increasing the life span of a roof, EcoVent helps reduce cooling costs of a building while preventing moisture build-up in the attic space. It also provides incredible strength and offers unmatched durability and protection against rain, snow, and ice—providing a breathable, yet efficient weather barrier in virtually every weather condition. www.ecostar.carlisle.com

Hilti, Inc.’s new grating fasteners are ideal for attaching grating plates on steel structures in civil and industrial facilities. The X-GR provides a secure fastening with the pull of a trigger and the new X-GR-RU offers quick installation and removability. When used with Hilti powder actuated systems, you will have total mobility and independence from electrical supplies. For applications where powder actuated tools are not needed, a new mechanical fastener—the X-MGR—offers a versatile and removable solution. www.us.hilti.com

North Safety Products protects your workers with the North Cable Lockout. This versatile cable Lockout was designed for use on single or multiple gate valves and circuit breaker boxes, or to immobilize large or awkwardly shaped machines, mechanisms, or heavy equipment. The Lockout’s hasp accommodates padlocks for up to six workers to prevent accidental start up while equipment is being serviced. This product is also available in 6- and 10-foot cables. www.northsafety.com
Your building’s energy costs have a **direct impact** on the environment in your boardroom. 

And on the planet.

What’s good for business is good for society. Turn to TAC for complete building solutions that cut energy usage. Go to [tac.com](http://tac.com) today.
Tennant Company introduces Eco-URE—a seamless epoxy coating that can be used to prime, build, or topcoat flake or quartz flooring. With superior UV light resistance, Eco-URE is ideal for high-image commercial settings such as lobbies, education classrooms and corridors for an improved appearance. In addition, with its slip and chemical resistance and low VOC level (6g/L), Eco-URE improves overall facility and occupant safety. Tennant also carries Eco-MPE for situations where UV light resistance is not necessary and Eco-TCU for situations where UV light stability is required.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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